
The Author – G.B. Strong 

G. B. Strong’s debut novel, Running Deep, has already 
attracted great reviews and popularity.  

His knowledge of the modern Y/A reader is 
established firmly in his writing which draws on the 
powerful themes of humour, adventure and 
technology as well as the role and value of family. 

As a qualified teacher and creative writing specialist, Grant visits schools and 
clubs taking the message of reading both for learning and fun with him. 

His workshops support the promotion of mental well-being and dynamic 
creative writing. Compelling reviews have given him a stellar reputation as a 
worthy and trusted author and presenter for the crossover from KS2 to KS3.  

“Grant has a proven ability to inspire reluctant readers and writers” 
 (Wyburns School, Essex) 

Running 
deep 

Eddie Freeman is more than just the average 

daydreamer.  

But when his glazed-over gaze gets hijacked 

one lunchtime, Eddie is shown a whole new 

world and an amazing power beyond even his 

crazy imagination. 

A secret room, its mysterious inhabitants and 

an army of drones send Eddie on a wild, zany 

and gravely dangerous adventure. RUNNING 

DEEP is a brand new, fast-paced, futuristic 

story about one boy’s destiny… and a family’s legacy.  

  Follow the story and find out more at ELFBOOKSLTD.COM 



Book now for the… ‘Reading as a Community’ 2020 UK Schools Tour 

Request a visit or for more details - info@elfbooksltd.com 

School Reviews and Special Offers 

Since starting to visit schools, Grant has enjoyed great success inspiring children to 

write more creatively through his engaging workshops tailored for both KS2 & 3. 
 

What do schools say? 

“It was so great to see the children develop a heightened interest in creative writing 
as a result of your workshop.”                                      (Great Bentley Primary School, Essex) 
 

“Thank you for a really wonderful experience. Your assembly was so enjoyable for 
everyone and really helped to reinforce the importance of reading and creativity in 
our school.”                                                                                                                       (Wood Ley CPS, Suffolk) 

 

 “Our Year 8 students were captivated by Grant’s presentation. We will definitely be 
booking him for another visit next year.”                (Helena Romanes School, Essex) 

 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

Pricing  

Up to 50% discount on book sales for schools who book an author visit for 2020 

Planning Packs 

Class pack of books available with differentiated planning pack for Key Stage 2 and 3 

Year 7 ‘Reading as a Community’   

Encourage positive peer interaction through reading. Books supplied to the entire 

cohort - Discounted visit - Discounted curriculum linked planning pack for teachers  

Author’s pledge  

Free visit and planning pack when ordering 100 copies or more. 

For orders and further information please head to ELFBOOKSLTD.COM 


